Oracle® E-Business Suite (EBS) is a massive, intricate application suite that offers powerful capabilities, but delivering on those capabilities requires a skill level and experience that few people have. Along with a deep knowledge of the applications themselves, Oracle EBS specialists must have extensive experience with the underlying database, middleware, and networking technologies. Pythian has the people you need. We provide complete lifecycle management for Oracle EBS, from product consultation to installation, management, upgrades, and migrations. Our team’s combined 88 years’ experience, industry-leading innovation, and 50+ certifications in Oracle EBS and surrounding technologies have earned Pythian a reputation for consistently solving difficult problems and delivering projects beyond scope.

REALIZE THE VALUE OF YOUR INVESTMENT
Between finding the right talent and addressing management challenges, like high total cost of ownership and major organizational changes, it’s sometimes difficult to justify the applications’ strategic value.

Pythian has literally written the book on Oracle EBS. The team comprises industry thought leaders, sought-after subject-matter experts, and authors, who have extensive experience working on large, complex projects. We continuously balance new ideas with proven practices to deliver practical results for your organization.
SERVICES

UPGRADES AND MIGRATIONS
Pythian provides complete lifecycle management. We have an arsenal of advanced techniques to minimize risk. Having performed hundreds of successful upgrades and migrations on the most complex systems, our applications team has developed best practices to plan, thoroughly test, and rehearse migrations, ensuring there are no surprises. If your business requires a zero-downtime migration, Pythian can do it.

CROSS-SYSTEM COMPATIBILITY
Ideally, Oracle EBS applications would be laterally compatible, but they’re often not. This is where Pythian can help. Our team has connected many different software packages for moving the data itself. Our infrastructure management and Fusion middleware aptitude enables us to easily synchronize Oracle EBS with third-party software or systems, providing flawless integration across the network.

SCALABILITY AND PERFORMANCE TUNING
We’ve developed advanced methods to deliver scalability and performance that go beyond digging into the code to build in functionality. We know performance tuning is not a one-time event. We continuously monitor your critical workloads and service-level agreements to make sure your queries perform consistently as data volumes grow.

SECURITY
Data security keeps almost any IT executive up at night. Unfortunately, standard security measures don’t offer the protection you require. Pythian’s team is well versed in tailored security enhancements, like data scrambling programs, that aren’t available anywhere else. We also provide 24/7 monitoring of your systems so you always know what’s happening on your systems.

NOT YOUR ORDINARY OUTSOURCING PARTNER

UNPARALLELED EXPERTISE
We only hire the top 5 percent—so you can be confident that your critical data resources are being managed by the industry’s best.

FLEXIBLE CONTRACTS
Flexible, month-to-month contracts so you are not locked in long-term. Increase, reduce, or cancel your contract with only 30 days’ notice.

DEDICATED TEAM
Your team is available to you 24x7x365, assuring you quick, easy access to a senior resource at any time, for any reason.

COMPLETE TRANSPARENCY
Transparent processes and up-to-the-minute reporting ensure you are kept informed about your systems’ health at all times.

SECURE FRAMEWORK
Our expertise combined with best practices, ongoing monitoring, and security reviews of your infrastructure help us proactively identify and fix weak spots.

Our team’s combined 88 years’ experience, industry-leading innovation, and 50+ certifications in Oracle EBS and Fusion Middleware have earned Pythian a reputation for solving difficult problems and delivering projects beyond scope.

ABOUT PYTHIAN
Pythian is a global leader in data consulting and managed services. Since 1997, we have specialized in planning, deploying, and managing business-critical data systems for large and mid-market enterprises. Learn more about Pythian and its elite teams of data experts at www.pythian.com.
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